GOVERNMENT OF TAMIL NADU
ABSTRACT
Award of incentives to Drivers of Government Vehicles who have rendered accident
free service of 10/20 years - Further orders-issued.

PERSONNEL & ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS (PER.C)DEPARTMENT
G.O.Ms.No.219
DATED 12.8.1994
READ:

1.G.OMs.No.258, Personnel and Administrative Reforms Department, dated
1.8.1992;
2.G.O.Ms.No.204,Personnel and Administrative Reforms (Per.C)Department, dated
21.6.1993;
3. From the Director of Stationery and Printing, Madras Letter No.23099/T6/93, dated
22.2.1994.
.......
ORDER:
In the Government Order first read above, orders have been issued formulating a
scheme with effect from the financial year 1992-93 to grant the following incentives
to Drivers of the Government of Tamil Nadu, driving government vehicles who have
rendered unblemished and accident-free service subject to satisfying certain
conditions as laid down therein:i.
Award of small savings certificate for Rs.500/- to the Drivers who have
completed 10 years of accident free service without other blemishes;
ii. Award of Gold medals to the Drivers who have completed 20 years of accident
free service without other blemishes.
2.In the Government Order second read above the Government
have prescribed the following descriptions to be followed in the matter of
manufacturing the gold medals for award to eligible drivers:i. Medals

....

22 carat gold

ii. Weight

......

iii.Diameter and shape...

iv. Riband

4 gms.net, including hook and ring
Round shape with a diameter of 3 Cms. Central piece
flat of appropriate thickness with a circular rim of
diameter 2 mms.with one fixed round hook in gold,
paralled to the plain of the medal, and a small circular
ring of diameter 0.75 cm. with suitable thickness all in
gold. (The ring is to run the riband). The ring is to run
the riband). The hook should be fixed suitably on the
rim at the top of the Government emblem.

.. 70cm. long, 4cm.wide, silk or synthetic riband to|
hold the medal through the ring

.v.Colours of ..
To signify the colours of traffic signal, the riband may
riband
be tri-coloured with the colours red, orange and green, each to
the extent of 1/3 rd of the width of the riband.
vi. Design

..

a. Obverse:
Raised Tamil Nadu Government - Emblem
with the words"

" and

"
"in Tamil as in the approved
version available with the Director of Stationery and Printing.

( b)Reverse:
Raised Wordings "

"

in a circle in the centre on top half "
and on the bottom half - the name of the Driver
shall be engraved. The year of the award shall also be
engraved below the name of the Driver.

3.The Director of Stationery and printing who was authorised to arrange to
supply the required number of medals by following the usual tender procedure has
now reported that the manufacturer selected for supply of gold medals has

experienced some difficulties in manufacturing the gold medal with the above
specifications within 4 grams and has suggested the following changes in
specifications:observe: Raised Tamil Nadu Government Emblem in the centre with
the words "
"at the top of the inner
circle and "
"at the bottom of the outer circle the
year e.g., 1992-93, engraved.
Reverse: The words "
" and the name of the
of the Driver e.g.. "

"

at the centre, both engraved.
(v) Riband

.. 70 cm. long, 4 cm. wide, silk or
synthetic riband to hold the medal
through the ring.

(v) Colours of
riband

..

(vi)Design

To signify the colours of traffic signal, the
riband may be tru-coloured with the colours
red, change and green, each to the extent of
1/3rd of the width of the riband.

.. (a) Obverse
Raised Tamil Nadu Government - Emblem
with the words"
"and
" in Tamil
as in the approved version available with the
Director of Stationery and Printing.

(b) Reverse:
Raised wordings "

" 20
" in a circle. In the
centre on top half "
" and on the
bottom half-the name of the Driver shall be
engraved. The year of the award shall also
be engraved below the name of the Driver.

4. The Government, after careful consideration, have accepted the above changes in
specifications in engraving the name of the recipient in the centre instead of at the
bottom on reverse side as well as the transfer of certain wordings from reverse to
obverse subject to the following conditions:1. i.
The diameter of the medal should be uniform. Manufacturer may
choose appropriate diameter, not less than 3 cm. to accommodate the
wordings, but there should be no variation between diameters of pieces
manufactured.

ii.

The ring for riband should be a round one as already specified;
1. iii.
The width of the rim should be 2 mm. as already ordered;
2. iv.
Net weight should conform to 4 gms. of 22 ct. gold as already
specified;

v.
Year of award may be engraved based on details applicable in each case.5.
The Director of Stationery and Printing, Madras is directed to intimate the above
changes in specifications with the said conditions to the Manufacturer and arrange to
supply the gold medals to the indenting Heads of Departments/District level officers
authorised in this behalf for prompt award of the medals.
(By order of the Governor)
N.Haribaskar,
Chief Secretary to
Government.
To
All Secretaries to Government, Madras 9
All Heads of Departments
All Collectors including District Magistrates
All Departments of Secretariat, Madras 9
The Director of Stationery and Printing, Madras 2
The Accountant General, Madras 18
The Pay and Accounts Officer, Madras 9
All Treasury Officers
Copy to
The Finance Department, Madras 9
The Tamil Nadu Government Departmental Drivers Central
Association, Madras 31
SF/SC
//Forwarded//
Section Officer

